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Abstract—Requirements monitoring continuously probes
system components and sensors to assess whether the system
satisfies its requirements and to detect conditions conducive
to a requirement violation. Monitoring, however, is typically
computationally expensive, intrusive, and presents tradeoffs
between monitoring costs and accuracy, or the degree of
coverage and coherence of gathered data. As such, it may be
desirable to adapt the monitoring behavior of a software system
in response to changing system and environmental conditions,
as these may differ from those anticipated at design time.
This paper presents Plato-RE, an evolutionary computationbased approach for adaptively monitoring the satisfaction
of requirements. In particular, Plato-RE detects conditions
conducive to a requirements violation and generates, at run
time, new monitoring configurations to minimize monitoring
costs and maximize monitoring accuracy. Each generated
configuration specifies the frequencies for gathering data from
each monitoring component and sensor. We applied Plato-RE
to dynamically adapt the monitoring behavior of a simulated
mobile robot that must track and navigate towards a mobile
target while avoiding collisions. Preliminary results suggest
Plato-RE is capable of adapting the requirements monitoring
behavior of a system to minimize monitoring costs while
maximizing accuracy.
Keywords-Requirements monitoring, self-adaptive system,
evolutionary algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Self-reconfiguration enables a dynamically adaptive system (DAS) to continuously satisfy its requirements even
as system and environmental conditions change [1]. To
verify that a DAS satisfies its requirements at run time,
it must monitor itself and its execution environment by
continuously probing components and sensors to obtain data.
This monitoring data can then be analyzed to determine if a
requirement has been violated or to detect conditions conducive to a requirement violation [2]. Monitoring, however,
is often computationally expensive, intrusive, and difficult
to design [3]. In addition, continuous monitoring involves
tradeoffs between monitoring costs and accuracy, or the coverage and coherence of gathered data [4], [5]. For example,
excessive monitoring may improve monitoring accuracy, yet
it may also interfere with and alter the behavior of a DAS in
unpredictable ways. Similarly, insufficient monitoring may
conserve system resources, yet it may also fail to detect
events leading to a requirement violation. As such, it is
desirable to adapt the monitoring behavior of a DAS at

run time in response to changing system and environmental
conditions. This paper presents an evolutionary computationbased approach for generating monitoring configurations at
run time that balance tradeoffs between monitoring costs and
accuracy.
A key objective of requirements monitoring is to gather
information from an executing system to assess whether
it satisfies its requirements (e.g., the distance maintained
between a mobile robot and surrounding obstacles when
performing collision avoidance). A requirements monitoring
system should either notify the user or facilitate the automatic reconfiguration of the system when it is being used
in an environment for which it was not designed [6], [7].
Research on requirements monitoring has largely focused
on designing reusable frameworks for monitoring requirements [2], [6]–[8] and approaches for diagnosing conditions conducive to a requirement violation [5]. Typically,
these monitoring systems are configured at development
time in anticipation of possible system and environmental
conditions. However, if execution conditions differ from
anticipated conditions, then the monitoring process could be
inadequate and inefficient [9], [10]. In contrast, in resourceconstrained domains such as wireless sensor networks, adaptive sampling techniques [11]–[14] have been proposed to
dynamically change sensor probing frequencies to minimize
monitoring costs. Adaptive sampling, however, is limited to
controlling the sampling rate of components and sensors and
does not analyze monitoring data to determine if requirements are being satisfied.
This paper presents Plato-RE, an evolutionary
computation-based approach that combines the concepts of
requirements monitoring and adaptive sampling to enable
a DAS to detect possible requirements violations while
minimizing monitoring costs. Plato-RE first uses utility
functions [15], [16] to detect system and environmental
conditions that are conducive to a requirement violation.
In response, Plato-RE generates a new monitoring
configuration that specifies, for each monitoring component
and sensor, the frequency for gathering data. The DAS can
then apply this new configuration to adapt its monitoring
behavior at run time. This monitoring flexibility enables a
DAS to increase the probing frequency of a given sensor in
response to changing system and environmental conditions

directly affecting the satisfaction of requirements. Moreover,
by automatically configuring differential frequencies for
monitoring elements that report changing conditions, PlatoRE is able to minimize monitoring costs while maximizing
monitoring accuracy.
Plato-RE leverages and extends Plato [17], a genetic
algorithm-based approach for decision-making in autonomic
systems [18]. A genetic algorithm [19] is a stochastic searchbased technique for generating solutions to optimization
problems in large solution spaces. To this end, we extend
Plato in two key ways. First, Plato-RE periodically uses
a set of utility functions to assess how well requirements
are being satisfied, and thus detect conditions conducive to
a requirement violation. Second, Plato-RE leverages a set
of fitness sub-functions to generate and evaluate the effects
of monitoring configurations in terms of monitoring costs,
coverage, and coherence. In addition, Plato-RE associates
coefficients with each fitness sub-function to specify their
relative importance and guide the evolutionary algorithm
towards different monitoring strategies at run time. Both
the set of utility and fitness functions can be extended and
customized to address domain-specific monitoring concerns.
We applied Plato-RE to dynamically adapt the requirement monitoring behavior of a resource-constrained e-Puck
mobile robot in the Webots simulation platform [20]. Specifically, the e-Puck tracked and navigated towards a mobile
target while avoiding collisions with obstacles. Plato-RE
periodically assessed the degree of requirements satisfaction.
Depending upon how well the e-Puck satisfied its requirements, Plato-RE generated new monitoring configurations
to adapt the monitoring frequency of different sensors.
Preliminary results show Plato-RE successfully generated
monitoring configurations at run time that minimized monitoring costs while maximizing monitoring accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents background material on requirements
monitoring and genetic algorithms. We overview related
work in Section III. Section IV presents and describes
Plato-RE. We then present our experimental results in
Section V and discuss the main findings in Section VI.
Lastly, we summarize this work and discuss future directions
in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we overview two topics fundamental to
this paper, requirements monitoring and genetic algorithms.
First, we present the concept of requirements monitoring,
describe the mechanisms used to measure and report data,
and provide examples. We then briefly describe genetic
algorithms and how they efficiently generate solutions in
large search spaces.
Requirements Monitoring. Requirements monitoring is
a specific instance of monitoring that determines the degree
to which a system satisfies its requirements during execu-

tion [6]. In addition, requirements monitoring should also
detect conditions conducive to a requirement violation to
mitigate them, if possible, before the requirement is violated.
Fickas and Feather [6], [7], and subsequently Robinson [2],
[21], developed frameworks for monitoring the satisfaction
of requirements at runtime. In general, to apply these approaches, developers model requirements through a goalbased modeling language (such as KAOS [22]), identify
assumptions that could be violated at run time and translate
them into event conditions. As the system executes, monitors
observe agent traces, log violations, and then a reconciler
process analyzes them to determine appropriate responses.
If an assumption is violated at run time, then the associated
requirement is considered to no longer be satisfied, and
the corresponding action is executed to correct the system. While these frameworks support the instrumentation,
diagnosis, and reconfiguration processes of requirements
monitoring, they depend on a static monitoring strategy
to gather system data and determine if requirements are
satisfied at run time.
Software systems can perform either internal or external
monitoring [23]. Internal monitoring refers to the gathering
and measuring of information on how the system itself is
performing. External monitoring, on the other hand, refers to
the gathering and measuring of how the execution environment that surrounds the system itself is behaving. To perform
either internal or external monitoring, applications must be
instrumented with code to probe, or measure, and report
data about how the system and its environment behaves
as it executes. As Figure 1 illustrates, monitoring can be
abstracted into different levels depending on whether data is
gathered, distributed, or processed. Specifically, at Level 0
in Figure 1, this monitoring instrumentation either generates
and logs execution traces or exposes an interface that can be
queried at run time to obtain state-based monitoring data. At
Level 1, software monitors can retrieve gathered data and, if
necessary, distribute the data to a decision-making element
at Level 2 that is responsible for detecting conditions leading
to a requirements violation.
Software monitors, at Level 1 in Figure 1, can be configured to report data in active or passive modes [24]. Active
monitors only report, or push, values when an interesting
event occurs. In contrast, passive monitors probe, or poll,
system components and sensors at a specific time frequency
and report gathered data regardless of whether an interesting
event occurred or not. Both approaches provide tradeoffs
between performance and instrumentation overhead. In particular, active monitoring may reduce the amount of data
that must be processed at Level 2 to detect possible requirements violations, but it requires additional instrumentation
at Levels 0 and 1 to track previous states and detect events
that may signal a change in the system or environmental
conditions [7]. In contrast, passive monitoring does not
require additional instrumentation, but may incur additional
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Figure 1: Different levels of monitoring.
overhead by continuously reporting data to Level 2. Both
active and passive monitoring, however, are equally intrusive
upon Level 0 by continuously probing and measuring system
components and sensors for monitoring data.
Genetic Algorithms. A genetic algorithm [19] is a
stochastic search-based technique often used to efficiently
generate optimal or near-optimal solutions to combinatorial
optimization problems in vast and complex solution spaces.
In a genetic algorithm, an individual encodes or represents a
candidate solution. The evolutionary search process begins
by randomly generating a population, or a collection, of
individuals. Fitness functions are then used to determine the
quality of each individual in the population, mapping each
individual to a scalar or fitness value proportional to the quality of the encoded solution. This fitness value enables the
genetic algorithm to compare and select the best individuals
in the population and thus guide the search process toward
promising areas in the solution space. To generate new
individuals, genetic algorithms typically apply crossover and
mutation operators. In crossover, parts of existing solutions
in the population are recombined to form new individuals
with, ideally, higher fitness values. In contrast, the mutation
operator randomly modifies an individual’s encoded solution
to, ideally, reintroduce variation into the population that
may be lost due to selective pressures. A genetic algorithm
typically evaluates, selects, and generates new solutions for
a user-specified number of iterations, or generations, finally
returning the individual with highest fitness value as the
solution.
III. R ELATED W ORK
This section presents related work in adaptive monitoring
and adaptive sampling.
Adaptive Monitoring. Several adaptive monitoring techniques have been proposed to reduce monitoring overhead
while achieving acceptable levels of monitoring accuracy.
Talwar et al. [10] developed a policy-driven monitoring
manager that analyzes events and, using an event-condition-

action engine, identifies and enacts changes throughout the
monitoring infrastructure. Munawar et al. [9] introduced an
adaptive monitoring approach for enterprise systems where
developers first identify sets of low-collection-cost metrics
to serve as basic health indicators. Then their approach
identifies pairs of correlated metrics and estimates regression
parameters for each pair that should hold under normal
conditions. Initially, monitoring is minimized at run time and
comprises only health indicator metrics. After an anomaly
is detected in the health indicators, monitoring is increased
to collect data from correlated metrics. While these approaches facilitate adaptive monitoring, at Levels 1 and 2
in Figure 1, they also require the foresight of anticipating
potential events and corrective actions at design time [10].
Likewise, only collecting correlated pairs of metrics identified at design time may fail to detect anomalies in other
non-correlated metrics [9]. In contrast, Plato-RE does not
prescribe monitoring reconfigurations. Instead, developers
specify the desired effects of a monitoring configuration and
the evolutionary algorithm searches for solutions that satisfy
those requirements.
Mos et al. [24] introduced Compas, an approach for
automatically switching monitors between active and passive
modes. Prieto et al. [4] proposed A-GAP, an approach that
dynamically configures filters to control the distribution of
monitoring updates over a set of management nodes, thus
achieving a given monitoring accuracy while minimizing the
maximum processing load at management nodes. Moreover,
Mylopoulos et al. [5] developed a framework for monitoring
software requirements that adaptively tunes the granularity
of log data gathering and processing by transforming it
into a compact propositional encoding that can be analyzed by satisfiability solvers. These adaptive monitoring
approaches [4], [5], [24] focus on minimizing the amount
of data that must be processed and distributed to diagnose
a system’s behavior (Levels 1 and 2 in Figure 1). PlatoRE, on the other hand, focuses on minimizing the amount
of data collected from sensors in response to changing
conditions (Level 0 in Figure 1). It may be possible to
leverage these complementary approaches with Plato-RE to
efficiently process and distribute collected monitoring data.
Adaptive Sampling. Several adaptive sampling techniques [11]–[13] have been proposed for resourceconstrained domains, such as wireless sensor networks
(WSN). The main objective of these techniques is to conserve energy while measuring the execution environment,
and thus extend the lifetime of the WSN. Specifically,
adaptive sampling techniques minimize monitoring costs by
changing the frequency at which sensors gather data (Level
0 in Figure 1). For instance, these approaches typically
configure WSN nodes to sleep while system and environmental conditions are relatively constant. However, if a node
detects a change when it gathers data, then it increases
the monitoring frequency of all of its sensors to sample

the environment more often in a given timeframe. While
adaptive sampling techniques minimize energy consumption,
they do not analyze monitoring data to assess the degree of
requirements satisfaction. In contrast, Plato-RE leverages
both the concepts of adaptive sampling and requirements
monitoring to determine how frequently to gather data from
different sources at run time, where each source may have
data collected at different frequencies.

Developer

A. Overview of Approach
Plato-RE generates monitoring configurations at run time
in response to changing conditions. As the data flow diagram
in Figure 2 illustrates, at design time, developers specify
preferences for monitoring the satisfaction of requirements,
such as tradeoffs between cost and accuracy. At run time (1),
the system applies utility functions to evaluate the degree of
requirements satisfaction and to detect conditions conducive
to a requirement violation. Specifically, if the values produced by the utility functions drop below a user-specified
threshold, then the proposed approach generates a trigger
and invokes Plato-RE (2). In particular, Plato-RE accepts
available monitoring data, the values produced by the utility
functions, and the monitoring preferences as inputs, and
produces a new monitoring configuration as output. This
monitoring configuration specifies the frequency for probing
components and sensors for data. The DAS can then tune the
frequency parameter for each sensor and component in its
monitoring infrastructure to adapt the monitoring behavior
at run time.
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IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
This section describes the proposed approach, Plato-RE,
for adaptive monitoring of software requirements. Previously, we applied Plato [17], with a static environmental
monitoring mechanism, to generate network configurations
at run time based on non-functional characteristics, such
as performance, reliability, and cost. In contrast, PlatoRE adapts the monitoring behavior of a system in response to changing system and environmental conditions.
To demonstrate how developers may leverage this approach,
we present our technique in the context of a running example
with an e-Puck mobile robot provided in the Webots simulation platform [20]. An e-Puck is a wheeled robot equipped
with a camera and a set of sensors (proximity, light detection, acceleration, etc) that can be used to support monitoring
and navigation activities. Next, we overview the proposed
approach and describe its inputs, outputs, and assumptions.
We then present how this approach applies utility functions
to assess the degree of requirements satisfaction. Finally, we
describe how we applied Plato-RE to generate monitoring
configurations, including the set of fitness functions that
evaluate the quality of candidate monitoring configurations.
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Figure 2: Data Flow Diagram of the proposed adaptive
monitoring approach.
B. Assessing Requirements Satisfaction
The primary objectives of requirements monitoring are to
detect conditions conducive to a requirements violation [2],
and to determine whether requirements are satisfied at run
time [6], [7]. Ideally, such conditions can be detected and
mitigated before a requirement is actually violated. Several
approaches have been proposed to detect such conditions.
For instance, developers may analyze requirements and their
assumptions to anticipate conditions that may cause those
assumptions to fail [7]. Developers would then produce a
specification of monitoring needs that can be used to define
events for monitors to observe. Other approaches might
model check the running program by analyzing event logs
with state-based model representations of the program [2].
Monitors can then determine if the current execution path
may lead to a requirement failure.
Requirements monitoring is similar in purpose and function to that of self-assessment in adaptive and autonomic
computing systems. In particular, self-assessment enables
a DAS to determine when and how it should adapt. To
perform self-assessment, a system must be capable of evaluating whether it behavior is satisfactory or should be
changed [15]. Recently, various DAS and autonomic computing systems have leveraged utility functions to perform
self-assessment [15], [16]. In general, a utility function is an
objective function that computes a real scalar value proportional to how well the system behaves with respect to some
criteria, such as a requirement. As such, utility functions
enable the online assessment of the quality of a system’s
behavior or configuration. Perhaps more importantly, utility
functions can serve as higher-level forms of behavioral
specification as these measure degrees of desirability for
different concerns.
Plato-RE applies utility functions to assess the degree
to which requirements are satisfied during execution. To

accomplish this task, each requirement is associated with
at least one utility function, though it is also possible for
a utility function to belong to more than one requirement.
Developers may specify these utility functions or derive
them from contracts or other existing utility functions [16].
As the system executes, each utility function periodically
maps monitoring data, gathered from system components
and sensors, to a scalar value proportional to the level
of satisfaction of a particular requirement. Whenever the
value returned by a utility function changes significantly,
or drops below some predetermined threshold value, PlatoRE is invoked to generate a new monitoring configuration
in response.
C. Plato-RE Configuration
We now describe how Plato-RE was configured to generate monitoring configurations at run time. Since PlatoRE leverages a genetic algorithm [19] to efficiently search
for solutions, it is necessary to select a suitable encoding
to represent monitoring configurations as individuals within
the genetic algorithm. As Figure 3 illustrates, each individual
comprises a fixed-length vector of integers. For Plato-RE,
each integer in the vector encodes how often each system
component and sensor should probe or gather data. Note
that, depending upon software or hardware limitations, each
frequency value in this vector may need to be specified as
a multiple of some time unit. For instance, each monitoring
frequency in the Webots simulation platform [20] must be
specified as a multiple of the predefined time step unit. As
a result, each frequency value in the vector is represented by
an integer within the bounds of 1 and fmax , the maximum
timespan allowed between monitoring data gathering.
Probing
Frequency

f1

fn

Sensor 1 ... Sensor n

Figure 3: GA encoding for monitoring configurations.
The selected encoding scheme indirectly defines the complexity of the solution space that the genetic algorithm will
search at run time to generate new monitoring configurations. In particular, if we define fmax as above, and n to be
the number of sensors or components that can be probed for
monitoring data, then exactly (fmax )n possible monitoring
configurations can be generated. As an example, with 22
different sensors, each one configurable with 12 different
probing frequencies (fmax ), the solution space would comprise over 5.52×1023 different monitoring configurations.
The vast number of possible monitoring configurations motivates the need for efficient search heuristics, such as a
genetic algorithm, to generate near-optimal solutions in a
short amount of time.

Table I lists the key genetic algorithm parameters and their
values for Plato-RE. Most of these parameters are configured with default values [19]. However, given the limited
computing capacity of an e-Puck, some parameters were
configured differently. For instance, a smaller population size
was required to store and evaluate all individuals within a
limited amount of memory. Similarly, due to processor and
energy constraints, fewer generations are allotted for generating monitoring configurations. Effectively, these values
are configured to reflect available system resources.
Table I: Genetic algorithm configuration.
Parameter
Population Size
Crossover Type
Crossover Rate
Mutation Rate
Selection Type
Selection Rate
Max. Generations
fmax

Value
100
Two-point
20%
10%
Tournament, k = 2
50%
100
20

D. Fitness Sub-Functions
The proposed approach uses a set of fitness sub-functions
to evaluate the quality of candidate monitoring configurations. Each fitness sub-function focuses on a single concern
when evaluating monitoring configurations. Specifically, the
first set of fitness sub-functions focus on minimizing monitoring costs, as measured by energy consumption. In contrast, the second set of fitness sub-functions maximizes the
monitoring data accuracy by probing system components
and sensors more frequently. Combined, these two sets of fitness sub-functions search for monitoring configurations that
maximize monitoring accuracy while minimizing monitoring
costs.
Energy. The following fitness sub-function, Fe , evaluates
a monitoring configuration from the perspective of minimizing monitoring costs,
�|sensors|
cost(i)*freq(i)
Fe = 100 − 100 ∗ ( i=1
)
max cost
where |sensors| is the number of sensors and components
that produce monitoring data, cost(i) returns the energy
consumed by probing the ith sensor, freq(i) measures the
number of times a sensor is probed within a specified time
frame, and max cost measures the maximum amount of
energy that can be consumed by configuring all sensors to
probe for monitoring data as often as possible. As such,
this fitness sub-function guides Plato-RE towards solutions
that reduce the monitoring frequency of most sensors, thus
minimizing monitoring costs.
Accuracy. The following fitness sub-function, Fa1 , evaluates a monitoring configuration from the perspective of
maximizing the coherency of monitoring data,

�
(fi ∗ φi )
Fa1 = 50 ∗ (
)
|sensors| ∗ fmax

where |sensors| and fmax are the same as previously defined, fi is the frequency at which the ith sensor gathers
data, and φi is a value between 0 and 1 proportional to the
change in monitoring values of the ith sensor. In particular,
φi is computed as a ratio between the magnitude of change
in gathered values and the current value reported by the
ith sensor. This fitness sub-function rewards monitoring
configurations that increase probing frequencies of sensors
whose monitoring data indicates changing system and environmental conditions. As a result, this fitness sub-function
guides Plato-RE towards solutions that proportionally allocate monitoring resources towards monitoring components
and sensors reporting changing system and environmental
conditions.
Similarly, the following fitness sub-function, Fa2 , evaluates a monitoring configuration from the perspective of
maximizing the coverage of monitoring data,
�
|f iprev − f inew |
Fa2 = 50 ∗ (
)
|sensors| ∗ (fmax − 1)
where |sensors| and fmax are the same as previously defined, f iprev is the current probing frequency for the ith
sensor, and f inew is the probing frequency for the ith sensor
as specified by the generated monitoring configuration. This
fitness sub-function rewards monitoring configurations that
allocate monitoring resources to sensors currently probed at
low frequencies. As a result, this fitness sub-function guides
Plato-RE towards solutions that cycle the set of sensors that
are probed at high frequencies, thus maximizing monitoring
coverage.
These fitness sub-functions can be combined as follows,
Fitness = αe ∗ (Fe ) + αa ∗ (Fa1 + Fa2 )

where the α coefficients represent monitoring configuration
concerns. For instance, assigning a larger value to αe
than αa guides the genetic algorithm towards monitoring
configurations that minimize monitoring costs. If αe and
αa are equal, then Plato will search for configurations that
frequently gather data from sensors that are reporting system
and environmental changes while infrequently gathering data
from the remaining sensors, and thus balance monitoring
costs and monitoring accuracy concerns.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section we apply Plato-RE to dynamically adapt
the monitoring behavior of an e-Puck mobile robot in the
Webots simulation platform [20]. First, we list the monitoring capabilities of an e-Puck mobile robot. We then state
the functional requirements of the application and describe
the simulation environment. Next, we briefly overview a
subset of utility functions implemented to assess the levels of

requirements satisfaction in this study. Lastly, we present and
compare our experimental results with both static monitoring
and adaptive sampling approaches.
A. e-Puck Model
The e-Puck model provided with the Webots simulation
platform comprises a set of sensors for navigating, detecting
collisions, tracking targets, and communicating with other
robots. Table II lists all the sensors in the e-Puck, their
quantities, and an estimated and approximate energy cost
associated with using that sensor to gather data. We extended
the base e-Puck model with two additional sensors, a GPS
and a Compass. The GPS sensor measures the exact location
of the e-Puck, in (x,y,z) coordinates, within the Webots
environment. Similarly, the compass sensor measures the
orientation of the e-Puck and can be used to compute the
robot’s heading. These two sensors facilitate the task of
navigating within the Webots environment towards a specific
target.
Table II: Sensing components in the simulated e-Puck.
Sensor Name
Accelerometer
Camera
Compass
Distance Sensor
GPS
Light Sensor
Wheel Sensor

Available
1
1
1
8
1
8
2

Energy Cost
10
50
10
10
50
10
10

B. Functional Requirements and Experimental Setup
In this experiment, an e-Puck must track a mobile target
and navigate toward it while avoiding collisions. Three
functional requirements can be identified for this application
scenario. First, the e-Puck shall track the position of its
target. In addition, the e-Puck shall navigate towards the
target it is tracking. Lastly, the e-Puck shall avoid collisions
with obstacles in its environment while it navigates. To satisfy these functional requirements, the e-Puck must perform
self-assessment to determine whether it is satisfying these
requirements at runtime, or whether it needs to adapt its
behavior in response to dynamic conditions.
As Figure 4 illustrates, in this scenario, the e-Puck starts
at coordinate (0, 0, 0) and must navigate towards its target,
initially located at coordinate (0.4, 0, −0.2). In addition, an
obstacle is located at coordinate (0.2, 0, 0) and partially
obstructs the trajectory between the e-Puck and its target.
Each time step unit in the Webots environment is equivalent
to 256 ms, meaning sensors can update data at those intervals. Lastly, Plato-RE was configured to equally balance
monitoring costs and accuracy, αe = αf = 1.
C. Self-Assessment Utility Functions
We now present a subset of the utility functions we
used in this study to monitor functional and non-functional

proportional to the distance between the e-Puck and the
obstacle. Lower ratios indicate a potential collision and
requirements violation.
D. Exploring Two Similar Static Configurations.

requirements and assess their level of satisfaction. Note
that additional utility functions are elided due to space
constraints, and that these utility functions may be extended
or replaced as necessary.
A primary requirement identified for this application
states that the e-Puck shall navigate towards its target. The
following utility function, Unav , determines the degree to
which the e-Puck is navigating towards its target:

∆D < 0
 1
Dtotal −∆D
Unav =
∆D ≥ 0

Dtotal

where Dtotal is the distance between the e-Puck and its
target, and ∆D is the change in distance between the ePuck and its target since the last utility function evaluation.
Specifically, if ∆D is negative, meaning the e-Puck moved
towards its target, then the utility function simply returns 1.
Otherwise, the utility function returns a value proportional
to the distance the e-Puck moved away from its target.
Another requirement for this application scenario states
that an e-Puck shall avoid collisions. The following utility
function, Ucol , determines the degree to which the e-Puck
avoids collisions in its environment:
Proxmeasured
Ucol =
Proxmax
where Proxmeasured is the summation of the values reported
by the 8 distance sensors, and Proxmax is the summation of
the maximum ranges measurable by each distance sensor.
Note that if a distance sensor does not detect an object,
then it reports a value equivalent to its maximum measurable range. As a result, this utility function returns a
ratio proportional to the distance between the e-Puck and
nearby obstacles in its environment. This ratio approximates
1 when no obstacles are near the e-Puck. In contrast, if an
obstacle is detected nearby, then this ratio will be inversely

1
0.9

Utility of Collision Avoidance

Figure 4: Environment with e-Puck mobile robot, obstacle,
and target in the Webots simulation platform.

It might seem reasonable to minimize monitoring costs
by reducing the frequency at which sensors gather data in a
static monitoring approach. However, reducing the probing
frequency may inadvertently cause the monitoring approach
to miss important events. Figure 5 shows how changing the
probing frequency may affect the level of satisfaction for
the collision avoidance requirement. In particular, values less
than 1 indicate the e-Puck is near an obstacle and a value
of 0 indicates the e-Puck has collided with an obstacle. As
this figure illustrates, a static monitoring configuration that
gathers data every 1.02 seconds enables an e-Puck to detect
and avoid a collision while navigating towards its target.
In contrast, a static monitoring configuration that gathers
data every 1.54 seconds prevents the e-Puck from detecting
the obstacle with sufficient time to avoid the collision.
While this difference in the time intervals for gathering data
might seem insignificant, the effects are vastly different.
These results confirm the challenges of properly configuring
static monitoring configurations as well as motivate the need
for adaptive monitoring as a means to reduce costs while
maximizing accuracy.
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Figure 5: Comparison of utility avoidance satisfaction with
two slightly different static monitoring configurations.
E. Comparison Between Different Monitoring Approaches
In this experiment we compare the effects of monitoring
configurations in terms of monitoring costs and accuracy.
Specifically, we compare monitoring configurations generated by Plato-RE with both static and adaptive sampling
monitoring approaches. The static monitoring approach configures each e-Puck sensor to gather data every 4 time
steps, approximately 1.02 seconds. The adaptive sampling
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Monitoring Costs (Energy Units)

2.5

Static Monitoring (1.02 sec. Poll Interval)
Adaptive Sampling
PlatoïRE

2

ronment with its sensors (up until approximately t = 45
seconds). The e-Puck then begins to navigate towards its
target until it detects an obstacle (approximately at t = 50
seconds). The two Avoidance lines in Figure 7 show how
the degree of collision avoidance satisfaction temporarily
degrades until the e-Puck steers around the obstacle. This
maneuver, in turn, temporarily blocks the visual image of
the target, and thus the two Tracking lines dip again until
the obstacle is circumvented. Finally, the e-Puck detects
its target once more and eventually arrives at its location.
This plot shows how, in general, both static and Plato-RE
monitoring configurations enable the e-Puck to monitor the
degree of requirements satisfaction equally well, however,
Plato-RE incurs significantly lower monitoring costs (as
previously highlighted in Figure 6).
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approach, on the other hand, initially configures each e-Puck
sensor to gather data every 12 time steps, approximately 3.07
seconds. If monitoring data changes by more than 15%, then
the adaptive sampling approach doubles the frequency for
each sensor, with a maximum frequency equivalent to gathering data every 0.256 seconds. In contrast, if monitoring
data does not change, then the adaptive sampling approach
halves the frequency for each sensor, with a minimum
frequency equivalent to gathering data every 3.07 seconds.
Figure 6 plots the monitoring costs incurred by each
monitoring approach throughout time, as the e-Puck tracks
its target and navigates towards it. As this figure illustrates,
a static monitoring approach incurs the highest monitoring
cost by constantly gathering data from all sensors regardless
of whether system and environmental conditions change.
When compared with the static monitoring approach, adaptive sampling is able to reduce monitoring costs by increasing the frequency for gathering data only when the system
detects changing conditions. As demonstrated later, PlatoRE generates monitoring configurations that achieve the
lowest monitoring costs by frequently gathering data only
from sensors reporting changing conditions that may affect
the satisfaction of functional requirements.
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Figure 6: Comparison of monitoring costs with static, adaptive sampling, and Plato-RE configurations.
We now explore how static and Plato-RE generated
monitoring configurations affect the degree of requirements
satisfaction throughout the experiment. We omit the adaptive
sampling results to simplify the graph and discussion, focusing only on static monitoring and Plato-RE, as these exhibit
the largest difference in monitoring costs (see Figure 6).
In particular, Figure 7 plots the degree of requirements
satisfaction for each of the three functional requirements,
where values range from 0 (not satisfied) to 1 (satisfied).
As the Tracking lines in Figure 7 show, initially the ePuck locates its target by turning and scanning the envi-

Figure 7: Comparison of static and adaptive monitoring upon
the satisfaction of functional requirements .
Lastly, Figure 8 shows how Plato-RE adapts the monitoring behavior at run time to minimize monitoring costs while
maximizing monitoring accuracy. As shown in the figure,
most sensors are configured at low probing frequencies
throughout the entire experiment, thus minimizing monitoring costs. As system and environmental conditions change,
however, Plato-RE increases the probing frequency for
specific sensors that are most relevant to the satisfaction of
the functional requirements. For instance, once the obstacle
is detected (t = 60), Plato-RE reconfigures the monitoring
behavior to increase the probing frequency of light sensors
and forward-looking distance sensors. Specifically, Plato-

RE determined that light sensors serve as an alternative for
tracking a target whenever the camera is obstructed. Similarly, the forward-looking distance sensors enable the e-Puck
to adjust its trajectory and avoid the collision. As the primary
concern at that execution point is to avoid an imminent
collision, most other sensors are probed infrequently. Once
the obstacle is cleared (t = 110), Plato-RE increases the
probing frequency for the camera, compass, and GPS such
that it may track and navigate towards its target again. By
focusing on specific sensors that not only are most relevant
to the task at hand, but also report changing values in the
system and its environment, Plato-RE is able to minimize
costs while still achieving acceptable accuracy.

for generating utility functions. For instance, Valetto et
al. [15] proposed an approach that automatically elicits
utility functions for self-assessment in autonomic computing
systems. The generated utility function can then serve to
detect conditions that may require Plato-RE to adapt the
monitoring behavior. Lastly, while developers may reuse the
set of fitness functions presented in this paper, they might
also extend these to incorporate domain-specific monitoring
needs or invariants, such as ensuring a particular sensor
always gathers data at some predetermined minimum rate.

Figure 8: Adaptive monitoring behavior generated by PlatoRE.
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VI. D ISCUSSION
Experimental results demonstrate that Plato-RE can be
successfully applied to generate new monitoring configurations at run time in response to changing conditions. We
envision that Plato-RE is applicable across a wide range
of application domains. In particular, to leverage Plato-RE
across different application domains, developers must first
design and implement a set of utility functions to measure
the degree of requirements satisfaction in that particular
domain. Developers must also identify the set of monitoring
components and sensors and determine the relationship
between their values and the satisfaction of requirements.
To this end, developers may leverage automated approaches

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented Plato-RE, an evolutionary
computation-based approach for generating monitoring
configurations at run time in response to changing
system and environmental conditions. Each monitoring
configuration specifies how frequently a monitoring
component or sensor should gather data. For this work,
we configured Plato-RE to balance monitoring costs
and monitoring accuracy. To validate this approach, we
applied Plato-RE to dynamically adapt the monitoring
behavior of a simulated mobile robot that must track and
navigate towards a mobile target while avoiding collisions
with obstacles in its environment. Experimental results
indicate Plato-RE is capable of automatically generating
monitoring configurations that minimize monitoring costs
while maximizing monitoring accuracy.
Future directions for this work include exploring ways
to incorporate approaches for automatically eliciting utility functions for requirements monitoring with Plato-RE.
In addition, we are investigating how the RELAX [25]
requirements language and process may be leveraged to
address uncertainty into the monitoring analysis. Lastly, we
are interested in applying Plato-RE to other application
domains, as well as porting the evolved behaviors to real
e-Puck devices in an experimental testbed.
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